
Visit Gloucester BC website and select the Results tab. 

Select the Results of interest and see the Ranking and Scorecards for that event, for example: 

 

Select the pairing of interest, for example Brenda & Alan: 

But first, to explain how an individual board is scored, select a board of interest, for example: 

 

This shows the outcome for each pair that played that board. 

NS pairs are allocated 2 points (known as Match Points) for each NS pair they scored higher than, and 1 point for 
each pair that they scored the same as. 

So for 4 NS pairs playing the board, there are 6+4+2=12 points available. 

For example, Glenn and Elizabeth scored higher (with a score of 100 for bea ng the 4H contract by 2 tricks) than 
Dave & Stewart (score of -150), Di and Malcolm (score of -150) and Mike & Enid (Score of 50) and therefore get 6 
points. Mike and Enid beat Dave & Stewart and Di & Malcolm, so get 4 points. Dave & Stewart and Di &Malcolm 
scored 1 point each. 

The EW pairs score the reverse of the NS pairs. So because Glenn & Elizabeth scored 6 points, Brenda & Alan score 
0 points. 



The picture also shows the cards in each hand, the number of High Card Points in each hand and the ‘model’ 
number of tricks which could be obtained in each contract. For example, E or W should be able to make 10 tricks 
in a Heart contract, but only 8 tricks in any other suit or NT contract. So since Brenda & Alan made only 8 tricks in 
their 4H contract, it could be argued that they didn’t play it well or that Glenn and Elizabeth defended well. 
However, it shows that they were in the best contract. 

These results for an individual board are rolled up: 

  

So the results for board 1, for Brenda & Alan, were that they scored 0 points out of a possible 6 points. This is 
converted to a percentage ie 0%. On board 3, they scored 3 points out of a possible 6 ie 50%, and on board 13 
they scored 4 points out of a possible 6 ie 67%. 

From this, a pair can see which boards have given them a good result and which boards gave them a poor result. 

Brenda & Alan’s full results for the session were as below. 



 

The results for all the boards played by each pair are rolled up to give an overall ranking. 

The total of Brenda & Alan’s points from each board came to 97. The average of Brenda & Alan’s % scores on each 
board came to 62%, which was higher than any of the other pairs. Results are shown in ranked order, as below. 

The EBU awards Master Points for qualifying events (which this isn't at present) on a scale which varies according 
to the success itself, the size of the compe on and its status. The top one-third of players will be en tled to 
Master Points and they are accumulated across all sessions, at all clubs in which a player takes part. So Brenda & 
Alan were awarded 18 Master Points from this session. You can see your Master Points total on the EBU website 
(MyEBU).  

 

 

 


